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Abstract. A language for defining fair asynchronous communicating processes is given. The main 
operator is a binary composition operator I/: p11q represents processes p and q linked together 
asynchronously but ‘fairly’. In addition, the language has a mechanism for abstracting away from 
internal components of a process. A denotational semantics is given for the language. The domain 
used consists of certain kinds of finite-branching trees which may have limit points associated 
with their infinite paths. The semantics is algebraic in the sense that every operator in the language 
is interpreted as a function over the domain. Each of these functions is continuous, except the 
one associated with (I, which is monotonic. The model satisfies a large collection of equations 
which supports a transformational proof system for processes. The model is also fully-abstract 
with respect to a natural notion of testing equivalence. Moreover, we show that no fully-abstract 
model can be continuous. 
Introduction 
In recent papers [4,7,9], we have presented models for synchronous and asyn- 
chronous processes. These models are very simple kinds of trees which are endowed 
with an algebraic structure. Moreover, they are completely characterised by sets of 
inequations, which gives a very powerful method for reasoning about processes. 
Finally, these models are justified using a natural theory of testing: the models 
distinguish, and will only distinguish, processes which can be differentiated using 
an appropriate notion of testing. In the present paper we shall show that a relatively 
simple extension of this work gives a satisfactory theory of fair asynchronous 
processes, at least for a simple idea of fairness. 
Consider the two simple processes: 
AeaA, BebB. 
They can perform the infinite sequence of actions uw, b”, respectively. If they are 
placed in parallel, as in [ll], Al B, the resulting process can perform any infinite 
shuffle of uw, b”, including either of the sequences uw, b”. Intuitively, if they are 
placed in parallel fairly: AlI B, the resulting process should not be able to perform 
aw nor b”‘. In terms of testing we should be able to produce a test (or experiment) 
which differentiates between them. Now we cannot test for the presence of an infinite 
sequence of actions such as aW. But under certain assumptions we can test for the 
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absence of such a sequence. In fact we produce a test e such that A(IB will always 
pass e, whereas Al B may sometimes not pass it. This possibility of failure stems 
from the ability of Al B to perform the infinite sequence aw and is detected in our 
theory because we connect together the testers and the processes being tested fairly, 
i.e., using the combinator I]. 
In Section 1.1 we shall give the syntax of the language we consider, which is 
based on CCS. The main operator of interest is 11 but, in addition, we have hiding 
operators which allow abstraction from internal details, and an internal action, 
which we call 1. In Section 1.3 we shall formalise our intuitive understanding of 
the language by giving an operational semantics. We define which sequences of 
actions (finite or infinite) are admissible. The operational interpretation we give to 
11 is that called strict fairness in [8]. In any infinite (admissible) computation from 
pilq, both p and q must eventually perform an action (regardless of whether or not 
it is possible). This interpretation leads to certain oddities. For example, if fl 
represents a process which can do nothing, then AIIfl has no infinite admissible 
computation. 
In Section 1.4 we shall apply the theory of testing developed in [4,7] to this 
language, obtaining an operational pre-order C. For example, A 1 B c A 11 B but not 
vice versa. The remainder of Section 1 is devoted to proving properties of c. 
In Section 2 we shall present the model. It consists of certain kinds of finite- 
branching trees, called ASAT (asynchronous strong acceptance trees) together with 
limit points along paths. For this reason the model is called EASAT (extended 
asynchronous strong acceptance trees). It is endowed with a complete partial order 
<. Moreover, each operator in the language is interpreted as a monotonic function, 
all of which are continuous except for /I. This enables us to interpret the language 
in the usual algebraic manner in EASAT and we prove that two processes are related 
in the model, EASAT[pj < EASAT[ql, if and only if, for every language context 
C[ 1, C[ p] c C[q]; that is, the model is fully-abstract with respect to the operational 
relation E. 
This result underscores the significance of the model. EASAT is also of interest 
because it inherits many of the algebraic properties of the simpler model ASAT. In 
particular, it satisfies most of the usual equations associated with CCS-like languages 
[6,7, Ill. For example, it satisfies the so-called r-laws which enable one to reason 
about abstract specifications of processes. Although Scott induction is not consistent 
for our model (since it presupposes continuity), it can be used to justify other forms 
of induction such as fixpoint induction. Finally, the model is also of interest because 
it does not explain fairness using unbounded nondeterminism: the trees are finite- 
branching. However, we would emphasise that the notion of fairness which we 
consider is very limited. The paper should be viewed as a first attempt at extending 
the theory of testing to more reasonable notions of fairness. It seems likely that this 
will eventually lead to more complicated models, where the trees in MAT are 
decorated with further information encoding such properties as the continuously 
enabled actions of processes. 
This paper is an extension of the research developed over a number of years and 
presented in papers such as [4,6,7,9]. We rely heavily on these papers not only in 
the presentation of the language considered but also in the description of the model 
and the technical details of the various proofs. The main ideas of the paper are 
presented in Sections 1.1-1.4 and these should be accessible to readers with even 
a limited acquaintance of CCS [ 111. However, the remainder will prove difficult for 
the reader with no knowledge of the three references cited above. 
1. The language 
1.1. The syntax 
The language we use is a variant of CCS, taken essentially from [7]. It has a set 
of prefixing operators a._, two nondeterministic operators + and 0, a restriction 
operator ] E and recursion. The intuitive operational significance of these operators 
is exactly as described in [7] or [ll]. In addition, we have a binary operator /I, 
which is meant to denote a fair version of the parallel operator of CCS [ 111. It is 
the main concern of this paper. We omit the (non-fair) parallel operator 1 from our 
language for convenience only. It can be added without affecting any of our results. 
It merely adds one more case to consider. Formally, the language is defined as 
follows. 
Let X be a set of variables ranged over by x, and M a set of moves or actions 
ranged over by w, y. We assume M has the structure Au { 1). The elements of A 
are visible actions and 1 denotes an internal or invisible action. As in [ 1 l] we assume 
A has the form A u ii, where 1I is a primitive set and (1= {a: a E 11): the action G 
is the complement of the action a and their simultaneous occurrence is denoted by 
a L-action. We also say a is the complement of a, writing d = a. So we use a, b, c, 
etc. to range over the set of visible actions A. Finally, let Res denote the set of 
subsets of M. We allow arbitrary subsets even though it would be natural to restrict 
attention to subsets R which satisfy 
(i) 1 E R; 
(ii) a E R implies 5 E R. 
Let E be the set of operators defined by 
l I” = {(il, 0); 
l 1’ = Mu { r E, E E Res}; as usual, r E is a postfix operator whereas the actions 
are prefix; 
l 2”={+,0, I]}; 
l 1” =fl for na3. 
The set of recursive terms over 2, REC\, is then defined in the usual way by the 
following BNF-like schema: 
t::=xlop(t, ,..., tk), optIr,/rec,2.~ 
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where x’ and ? denote possible infinite sequences of distinct variables and terms 
respectively. 
Intuitively, ret,:. i stands for the ith component of the (possibly infinite) mutually 
recursive definition Z?G= i: When the index set is a singleton, we abbreviate ret,?.? 
by recx.t. Open and closed terms are defined as usual with ret, binding variables. 
We use FAP to denote the collection of closed terms, called fair asynchronous 
processes. We use p, q, r, etc., to range over FAP. We also use the usual conventions 
of CCS when writing terms in FAP, e.g., the precedences are given by 
and occurrences of fl are often omitted in terms such as afl+ b@, rendering it simply 
as a+b. 
1.2. Denotational semantics 
A denotational semantics can be given in the usual fashion by interpreting the 
terms over a Z-cpo. An interpretation consists of a cpo D, together with a monotonic 
function of the appropriate arity, op,], for every operator op in 2. An interpretation 
is continuous if each of these functions is continuous. 
Let ENV,, be the set of D-environments, i.e., mappings from X to D. We then 
use the usual notation of D[ ] to denote the semantic function from REC\ to 
(ENV,, + D); if e is a D-environment, D[Itje denotes the interpretation of t in D 
in the environment e. If p is a process, then D[p] is independent of ENV,, and 
informally we can view it as an element of D. The actual definition of D is 
straightforward and may be found in standard texts such as [ 141, although usually 
only finite recursive definitions are considered and the interpretations are continuous. 
However, the generalisations are trivial as monotonic functions over cpos also have 
least fixpoints. 
Most of these interpretations, of course, are uninteresting. The problem is to 
discover particular interpretations which are on the one hand aesthetically pleasing 
and on the other operationally significant; they must be determined by the 
operational behaviour of processes. In the next section we develop operational 
criteria for evaluating interpretations. To do so we must define formally the fair 
computations of a process. 
1.3. Fair computations 
An operational semantics for the language is given in the usual way by defining 
a labelled transition system FAP, +p, M, >. Intuitively, p +* q means that the 
process p can perform the move p and thereby be transformed into the process q. 
The relations -$* are defined in a syntax-directed manner, formalising the intuitive 
meaning of the operators in C. The details are now fairly standard and are given, 
for example, in [7, II]. We use a minor modification of the definitions from the 
former and for the sake of completeness they are given in Appendix A. The reader 
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unfamiliar with this approach to operational semantics should consult [7] in which 
it is discussed in detail. (The operator 11 is treated as the asynchronous parallel 
operator 1 of [ 111.) These actions form the basic steps of our computations. They 
are also used to define the relations +’ for s E M*: p -9 q means that p can perform 
the sequence of actions s and thereby be transformed into q; 
=+” for a E A: p +a q means that p can perform the visible action a, possibly 
preceded by or followed by invisible l-actions, to become q; 
s, 
=Y for s E A*: p =x’ q means that p can perform the sequence of visible actions 
possibly intermingled with invisible actions, to become q. 
Once more the reader unfamiliar with these ideas is advised to consult [ll]. 
Consider the (finite or infinite) derivation 
By analysing how each individual action is performed (encoded in its proof) we 
can define two derivations called the projections of D, proj,(D), proj2(D), which 
record the history of p,,, qO respectively, and the contributions (if any) they made 
to each action in (D): 
71 72 Y 71 6 y; 
PO -j PI, + PI, * . . . 3 40+ qj, - 4j2- ’ ’ . 
Note that, in general, there is no correlation between the length of D and that of 
individual projections. Indeed the length of a projection may be empty. For example, 
if D denotes 
where .A, B denotes recx.ax, recx.bx by respectively, then proj,( D) is 
whereas proj2(D) is empty. 
For the derivation D to be fair we require approximately that, whenever it is 
infinite., both its projections are infinite. However, a formal definition requires further 
analysis. We first define the set of subderivations sub(D) of an arbitrary derivation 
D: 
(D): poII:p,~ppz~. . . 
The defnition is by structural induction on pO: 
(i) p. is q)lr. Then sub(D) is sub(proj,(D)) u sub(proj,(D)). 
(ii) p0 is q 1 E. Then each pI is of the form q, r E, where q + ++I q,+, and sub(D) 
is sub(D,) where D, is the derivation 
&‘I *2 
qo+q,+q2~-.. 
(iii) Otherwise, sub(D) = {D}. 
It is trivial to establish that the set of subderivations of a given derivation is finite. 
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Definition 1.3.1. (a) The derivation D above is inadmissible if 
(i) it is infinite; 
(ii) it is visible, i.e., for every n > 0 there is some k > n such that ph # 1; 
(iii) some subderivation is finite. 
(b) The derivation D is unfair if some postfix is inadmissible. Otherwise it is fair. 
Some words of explanation are called for. The need to consider postfixes in part 
(b) stems from the fact that in our language processes can be created dynamically. 
Consider Dll B where D denotes recx.d (xl1 A) and A, B are as above. Then the 
derivation 
DIIB: (DllA)lld+ (U~IIA)llA)IIB~~ . 
is unfair because the postfix 
(DllA)lIBll L UWWII~~ . . . 
is inadmissible; in (DIjA)I/B th e subprocess A is neglected. The definition also 
requires inadmissible derivations to be visible. Derivations which are not so (i.e., 
which are invisible) eventually become internal derivations. They do not involve or 
impinge upon the environment in any way. Consequently, an external observer can 
form no opinion whatsoever on the suitability of invisible derivations. In particular, 
they cannot be deemed to be inadmissible. Of course, such derivations represent 
imperfections and our theory of operational behaviour, given in the next section, 
reflects this. However, such derivations are considered undesirable not because of 
a decision vis-a-vis fairness but because they represent the familiar phenomenon of 
divergence. Their classification as admissible is merely one of technical convenience. 
We end this section with some examples. 
Examples 1.3.2. (1) Every fair derivation from All B must infinitely often perform 
both an a-action and a b-action. 
(2) The process recx.ax + bx, denoted by AB, has the fair derivation 
(3) Let {a, : n E co} be an infinite set of actions and let A,, denote the cyclic process 
recx.a,x. Now, consider the process Zo, defined informally by the infinite set of 
definitions 
Then a fair infinite derivation from zcl must perform the action uk infinitely often 
for every ka0. 
(4) The process AII$l has no infinite fair derivation because the second projection 
is empty. 
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(5) The process (All B) r(b) also has no infinite fair derivations because the 
subprocess A cannot make any contribution to any derivation of the overall process 
(AIIB)]{b]. 
The last two examples show that the operator 11 embodies a strict view of fairness. 
In pllq, both p and q are obliged to contribute periodically to an overall derivation, 
even if they are unable to do so! Consequently, all our terms do not represent 
physically realisable processes. Rather it can be viewed as a primitive specification 
language and as such the presence of.these terms is natural; they represent unrealis- 
able specifications. 
1.4. An operational pre-order 
We apply the theory expounded in [7] to obtain a natural operational pre-order 
between processes; approximately p c q signifies that q passes any test or experiment 
which p passes. We use a distinguished action w, not in M, to denote the reporting 
of the successful completion of a test. An experimenter is then a process which may 
contain occurrences of the distinguished action w. For example, ti(6w0+ Cw(d) is an 
experimenter which tests for the ability to perform either of the sequence of actions 
ab, ac. 
A computation is a maximal derivation of the form 
CD): PI19 1, P,ll% -t, P2ll& . . . 
such that proj,(D) and proj*(D) are both fair derivations. An application of the 
experimenter e to the process p is a computation from ellp. Such an application 
ells= 41po~ elllpl-!+~ . . 
is successful if there exists an n 2 0 such that e, + w, i.e., if the experimenter reaches 
a state in which it can report success. 
Definition 1.4.1. (a) p must e if every application of e to p is successful. 
(b) pi q if for every experimenter e, p must e implies q must e. 
We refer the reader to [4,7] for more motivation of these definitions. There is an 
obvious definition of ‘p may e’ which gives rise to a different pre-order. A third 
possibility is obtained by using both may and must clauses. This trinity of viewpoints 
is discussed and studied in these references but for convenience we concentrate on 
only one of the pre-orders. As usual we use = for the natural equivalence generated 
by E and let p cc q if, for every context C[ 1, C[p]c_ C[q]. 
Examples 1.4.2. In these examples we use some of the definitions from Examples 
1.3.2. 
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(1) ABE AI/B but A/(BFc AB. The latter follows since AlI B must e, AB must e, 
where e is the experimenter recx.dx+ 5~0. The computation 
elIAB A eIlAB L ell AB A . . . 
is an unsuccessful application of e to AB. On the other hand, 
ell(AIIB) L ell(AllB)-!-+ . . 
is not a computation and so it does not represent an application of e to AlI B. All 
computations from e II (A II B) must be finite. Consequently, all applications of e to 
(All B) are successful (since their terminal element is w0II(Al) B) and so AlI B must e. 
(2) Let I denote (recx.acx]lrecx.bcx) r {a, h}. It will follow from the analysis in 
Section 1.5 that I = AB. This means that the theory supports, at least to some extent, 
the usual notion of abstraction from internal details which exists in the original 
theory of CCS [ll]. 
(3) Ac All0 but A(IP!z A. To see the latter we use the same experimenter as in 
example (l), namely, e. A similar line of reasoning shows that AJIB must e, whereas 
A must e. 
(4) AI/A= A. It is difficult to see this directly from the definitions but it will 
follow quite simply from later results. 
(5) a0c la0 but b0+ u0G b0+ la0 because b0+u0 must 6~0, whereas 
b;Yl?ll(b(d+ la(?) -t, 6w0/)u0 
is an unsuccessful application of b;u0 to b0+ 1~0. So E is not preserved by the 
operator +. This is a common phenomenon, see, for example, [4,11]. It is however 
preserved by all the other operators in the language. 
(6) In [l] a simple imperative programming language with a fair parallel command 
and random assignment is discussed. Assume that the variables b, x are initialised 
as true, 0 respectively. Then the two statements 
b:= falsell(while b do x:= x+ 1) and x:= ? (*) 
are semantically equivalent. Translated into our language they are differentiated by 
2. The corresponding processes are 
p - b(3]l(recx.ux+ b0), 
q - defined by the infinite recursive definition, 
9+419 
q,eqz+uaB, 
q,*q,+uu0, 
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Then q c p but p p q; p must e, where e denotes 1 w0, but q mttst e because qt and 
therefore, ellq-2’ ellq-’ . . . is an unsuccessful application of e to q. Treating the 
two programs in (*) as equivalent amounts to saying that ‘fairness’ and ‘unbounded 
nondeterminism’ are essentially the same phenomenon. In our model that will not 
be the case because p and q are given different semantics. 
(7) Let U denote recxlx. Then 7111 0 a E a0 but a0~ nIla0 because a0 must tiwfl, 
whereas uw0ll(U\lu0) has the unsuccessful computation 
uw8\l(Ulla0) -t, aw0ll(nll4) A . . . 
because it is not visible. 
The last example gave an indication of the nature of E. One might expect that 
~lla0- a0 but we take a different view. Since c is based on the Smyth ordering, 
possibly divergent processes are considered catastrophic and they are equated with 
the completely undefined process. Here we interpret ‘divergent’ as having a divergent 
subprocess. So that Illa@ is equated (via 2) with the completely undefined process, 
which happens to be U. This interpretation of ‘divergence’ may not be entirely 
satisfactory but it is more or less forced on us if we wish U to denote the least element 
in our model (i.e., be the completely undefined process). For if we define c so that 
nllu0- ~0, then we would have 
u0=1\(u0c b(d((u(il sinceUz b0 
= ub0 + bu0, 
assuming II obeys reasonable axioms. 
Any pre-order with this property must be discarded as being of limited use. 
On the other hand, we could relax the condition that U denotes the least element. 
This is the approach taken in [3]. However, we are reluctant to do so since the 
resulting models would be unnecessarily complex if indeed they exist. All of the 
asynchronous models of [4,7] have 1 as their least element. The model we propose 
in the next section is based on these and, consequently, it inherits many of their 
intuitively appealing properties. 
Definition 1.4.3. If D is an interpretation, then 
(a) it is sound if D[p] s D[q] implies p C, q; 
(b) it is complete if p C_~ q implies D[p] s D[q]; 
(c) it is fully-abstract if it is both sound and complete. 
In other words, we use c, as a criterion for evaluating interpretations. An 
interpretation is only interesting if it is fully-abstract (with respect to c,), It is simple 
to establish that no reasonable fully-abstract continuous interpretation exists. 
An interpretation is reasonable if it satisfies the axiom aXI = u(X]lB). 
Theorem 1.4.4. If D is a continuous reasonable interpretation, then it is not sound. 
Proof (Outline). Let t”, rr 2 0, denote the nth approximation of D[A]. One can 
prove by induction on n that t” s tn II1,l/lr., because D is reasonable. Since D is 
continuous, it follows that D[A] c D[A] 11 n fl,, = D[All,) @j. However A g A Ilfl (see 
previous examples). 0 
There are many different definitions of reasonable all of which make this theorem 
remain true. 
Theorem 1.4.5. There exisrs a ,fully-abstract interpretation. 
The fully-abstract interpretation we construct is relatively straightforward. All of 
the operators are continuous except II. The carrier consists of certain kinds of 
finite-branching trees augmented with limit points. It supports the usual equational 
laws of [4,7, 111 including the expansion theorem and the so called r-laws. Scott 
induction is not valid in this interpretation (because it is not continuous). However, 
fixpoint induction is valid and, moreover, some generalisation of Scott induction 
based on ordinals could be supported. 
The remaining two sections of this chapter will develop properties of 5. The 
fully-abstract interpretation is constructed in Section 2. 
1.5. Semantic analysis 
In this section we shall give an alternative characterisation of E in terms of finite 
experimenters and the ability of processes to perform infinite derivation sequences. 
With each process p we associate a set OS(p) of infinite observation sequences from 
A”’ (the set of infinite sequences of elements from A) as follows: u E OS( p) if 
where u is the sequence aOa,az . . . , with all occurrences of 1 omitted. Since we 
shall use this relation quite frequently, we introduce a convenient notation. Let X’ 
denote X* u X”. Then, for U, ZI E A+, M+ respectively, we write u = abs( v) if u can 
be obtained from u by omitting all occurrences of 1. For U, U’ E A+ let U”E 
amerge(u, u’) if there exists U, o’, II”E M+ such that U, u’, U” = abs( u), abs( u’), abs( u”) 
respectively, and z”’ can be obtained by merging u’, u’. This merging operation on 
Mt is defined in the obvious way, with complementary actions combining to form 
a l-action. We also write U”E afmerge( u, u’) if 0” can be obtained by a fair merging 
of v, 2)‘. We also require a precise notion of divergence which is obtained indirectly 
by axiomatising its complement convergence, denoted by 8. Let a be the least 
(postfix) predicate on processes which satisfies 
(for every p’, p 1, p’ implies p’&) implies pa. 
For example, (recx.lax)u but not (recx.lax+ lx)u and not (recx.I(ax+x))u. This 
predicate is extended to sequences in A’ in the obvious way: 
(a) PV& ifp&; 
(b) p&as if p& and p +” p’ implies p’.&.s; 
(c) for u E A’“, pau if, for every finite prefix s of U, p&s. 
So, p&u if, by performing any prefix of u possibly interspersed with l-actions, 
the process p will never be transformed into a process which can perform an infinite 
l-derivation. 
Definition 1.5.1. For u E A”, p prevents u if p&u and u r? OS(p). 
Proposition 1.5.2. If p E q, then p prevents u implies q prevents u. 
Proof. We must show 
(i) 4Uu; 
(ii) r4 E OS(q). 
(i): It is sufficient to show q-&s for every finite prefix s of u. Let s be of the form 
a, _ a,. Then, since pus, p must e(s) where e(s) is the experiment 
lw+a,(lw+a,(lw+. . .+a,lw). . . ). 
Since pc q, it follows that q must e(s) which implies qu.7. 
(ii): Let u be the sequence aOa, . . and let e be the experimenter, defined 
informally by the infinite recursion definition 
eC=ti,,e, + 1 w, 
e,G=ci,e,+ lw, 
ek + akek+l + 1 w9 
Now p prevents u implies that p must e. Since pc_ q, we may conclude that q must e 
which implies that u E’ OS(q). 0 
We write p E F q if, for every finite experiment e (i.e., one containing no occurrence 
of ret), p must e implies q must e. 
Theorem 1.5.3. p E q if and only f 
(i) p CF 4, 
(ii) p prevents u implies q prevents u. 
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This theorem gives an indication of the way we shall construct the model in the 
next section. The models of [4,7] are determined entirely by finite tests. So we 
merely extend these to take into consideration the infinite fair derivations of proces- 
ses. This extension retains most of the algebraic properties of the original models. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5.3. One direction is immediate because of the previous proposi- 
tion. So suppose p 5 F 4 and p prevents u implies q prevents u. We must prove p c q. 
Suppose p must e. Let 
be an arbitrary application of e to q. We must show that, for some n 2 0, e,, +w’. 
Suppose the projections of the computation (*) are 
YI, YI 
qo- 41-. . . . br0.L) 
Let s(k) E A* be such that q,J““’ qr. If, for any k 20, pf/‘s(k), then the fact that 
p must e immediately implies that e, +* for some n < k. So we may assume that 
pus(k) for every k 2 0. 
There are three possibilities for (*). 
(i) It is finite with terminal element ekllq,. In particular, qL ++I. Let S(qk) = 
{a E A: qk -“}. Then, using the technique of [7, Theorem 4.2.21, we can show that 
P* ‘(h’p’ for some p’ such that S(p’) c S(q,), and p tf’. Thus, there is also a 
maximal derivation of the form 
ellp = e,,llp,, 1, . . . I ek lb’. 
Since p must e, there exists some 0 G n s k such that e, + w. 
(ii) It is infinite and proj? is also infinite. Let u E A+ be the sequence of actions 
from A which appear in it. Since p&s(k) for every k 2 0, u E A”. Then q prevents u 
is false which implies p prevents u is false. Since puu, it must be that u E OS( p). 
Therefore, there is an infinite computation 
ells = d+, A eI IIP, --L . . . 
Since p must e, the required e, also exists in this case. 
(iii) It is infinite and proj2 is finite. Then, for some ks 0, not (e,&). Again, using 
the technique of [7, Theorem 4.2.21, we can show p +“” p’ for some p’, as in case 
(i). Therefore, there is an infinite computation 
ells = 41poi* e,llp, J+ . . . 48 L e,,,llp’L . . . . 
Once more the required e, exists because p must e. q 
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1.6. Prevention ordinals 
In the next section we shall need to prove properties of pairs (p, u) such that 
u E OS(p). We do so by induction on ordinals. This will be explained in this section. 
The basic technique is taken from [12]. 
We define sets S,, G P x A" by induction on the ordinal A. Suppose S, has been 
defined for every ordinal p <A. Then S, is the least set which satisfies the following 
definitions: 
(1) (0,U)ES*; 
(2) (ap, bu) E S, if a # b or (a = b and (p, u) E S, for some p < A); 
(3) (lp,u)ES, if(P,u)ES*; 
(4) (p+q,u)ES, if(p,u)ES* and(q,u)ES; 
(5) (POq,u)ES, is (P,~)E.% and (q,u)~SA; 
(6) (prE,u)~S,, if u&E” or (p,u)~S,; 
(7) (pII q, u) E S, if whenever u E afmerge( u1 , u2) either (p, u,) E S, or (q, UJ E S, ; 
(8) (rec,iZ.[ U)E S, if (ti[recZ, i/Z], U)E S,. 
Proposition 1.6.1. Ifpu, then (p, u) E S, implies u FTC OS(p). 
Proof. A simple proof by induction. Suppose the statement is true for every p < A. 
Then, prove it true for S,, by induction on the definition of S,. 0 
We also have the converse. 
Proposition 1.6.2. Ifpu uand (p,u)~S~fornoh, thenuEOS(p). 
Proof. A derivation is filjilled if every subderivation is nonempty. We prove that 
if (p, u) satisfy the hypothesis, then there exists some finite s in A* such that u = su’, 
and there exists some p’ such that there is a fulfilled derivation p =Yp’ and (p’, u’) 
also satisfies the hypothesis. The proposition follows immediately. 
Since pGu, a fortiori, p& and we use induction on its proof. Most cases are 
straightforward and we merely give some examples. 
(i) p is aq. Then u must be of the form au and the required pair is (q, v). 
(ii) p is lq. Then qa with shorter proof, and we may apply induction. 
(iii) p is qllr. Then there exists u,, u2 such that u E afmerge(u,, u2) and both 
(q, u,) and (q, u2) are contained in no S,. Moreover, quu,, ruu, since p&u and 
qa, r-6, with proofs less than that of pa. So we may apply induction to obtain the 
fulfilled computations q +‘I q’, r 3’2 r’, where u, = s,u;, uz = s,ui, and (q’, ui), 
(r’, u;) satisfy the hypothesis. Using the Post-lemma 1.6.3 we can extend one of 
these computations so that s, , s2 are of the same length. Assuming they are so, they 
may be combined to the fulfilled computation q/l r =9 q’llr’, where u = su and 
(q’llr’. u’) satisfy the hypothesis. 
(iv) p is ret,.?.. Then ti[recZ.r/x’]& with shorter proof than that of pu. So we 
may apply induction to obtain the required s, p’, u’. However, it is also true that 
p=Yp’. Cl 
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Post-lemma 1.6.3. Zfpu au and ( p, au) E S, for no h, then p +” p’ for some p’ such 
that p’&a and (p’, u) E S, for no A. 
Proof. p8 and we use induction on the length of its proof. The only nontrivial case 
is when p has the form q1( r, where we proceed as in the previous proposition. 0 
2. The model 
In this section we shall present the model promised in Section 1.4. It consists of 
a certain brand of acceptance trees [9] together with limit points of their infinite paths. 
2.1. Asynchronous strong acceptance trees 
The trees in ASAT are essentially the same as those in SAT [7], except 
(i) 1 does not appear as a label on branches; 
(ii) associated with the root of every tree we have a saturated set P which is a 
subset of ti( t). It represents the ‘preempting power’ of the tree. 
The motivation for (i) is that the model seeks to represent the asynchronous 
behaviour of processes, which abstracts away from internal moves. The second is 
required to distinguish lp from p. For example, la(il has the ability to preempt the 
action b from the process b@+ la@, whereas a@ does not have the corresponding 
power in bfl+ a@ 
Examples of trees in ASAT are given in Figs. l(a)-(d). They are finite branching, 
with actions labelling the branches. The nodes may be open (0) or closed (a), with 
the condition that only leaves may be open. Moreover, each node n can have at 
most one successor branch labelled by a given action a. S(n) denotes the set of 
such actions, which is finite. So every node is identified by a unique string s E A*. 
(b) 
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We use t(s) to denote the node in the tree t identified by s. Finally, every closed 
node n is labelled by an accepfance set d( n), i.e., a set of subsets of S( n). Acceptance 
sets must be saturated, i.e., they must satisfy 
(i) X, YE&(n) implies Xu YE&(n) 
(ii) X, YE.&(n), XCZG Y implies ZE.&(rr). 
Acceptance sets denote internal states; each set in ti( t(s)) represents an internal 
state that t may attain having executed the sequence of actions s. We use a(t) as 
an abbreviation for d(t(e)). Finally, every closed root has associated with it a 
saturated subset of&(t), called the preemption set. In Figs. l(a)-(d) they are enclosed 
within the brackets [ 1. 
Formally, a tree t in ASAT is defined by 
(i) L(t), a nonempty prefix-closed subset of A*, representing the (finite) paths 
in the tree, 
(ii) CL(t), a prefix-closed subset of L(t), representing the paths which lead to 
closed nodes, 
(iii) a mapping & : CL(t) -+ 22A, 
(iv) PG 2A; 
which satisfies 
(a) .&(t(s)) is a nonempty saturated set of subsets of S( t(s)); 
(b) for every a in S( r(s)) there is at least one A in a( t(s)) such that a E A; 
(c) S( t(s)) is finite; 
(d) sa E L(t) implies s E CL( t); 
(e) P is a saturated subset of -pP( t(s)) which satisfies: X E P, YE d( t(~)) implies 
XUYEP. 
Definition 2.1.1. For t, t’ in ASAT let t c t’ if 
(i) sECL(t) implies (a): sECL(t’) and (b): d(t’(s))~d(t(s)); 
(ii) if both t, t’ have closed roots, then P(t’)s P(t). 
This formalises the idea that one can ‘improve’ a tree by 
(a) grafting a new subtree onto any open leaf, i.e., making the tree more defined; 
or 
(b) removing elements from an acceptance set, i.e., making the tree more deter- 
ministic (in doing so the structure of the tree may change); or 
(c) removing elements from the preemption set, again making the tree more 
deterministic. 
Proposition 2.1.2. (ASAT, s) is an algebraic cpo whose,finite elements arejinite trees. 
Proof. Simple but tedious calculations. See, for example, [7, Theorem 1.2.21 and 
[4, Proposition 5.2.51. q 
In Fig. l(a)-(d) every tree on the left-hand side is less than the corresponding 
one on the right-hand side. 
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We can also associate with each operator of our language a corresponding 
continuous function of ASAT. The definitions are quite similar to those in [9] and 
so are relegated to Appendix B. However, the definition of the function I._ is 
special since it underlies the asynchronous nature of the model. For this reason we 
give it here in the text. 
If t is a tree in ASAT, then l(t) is defined to be the tree which is identical with 
t except that P( 1 t) is ti( t(E)). So it is the tree determined by 
(i) L(lt) = L(t); 
(ii) CL(lt)=CL(t); 
(iii) for every s in CL( 1 t), sd( 1 t(s)) = d( t(s)); 
(iv) if 1 t has a closed root, then P( 1 t) = d(t(c)). 
Let _Z’ be all the operators in 2 except 11, 1 E. 
Theorem 2.1.3. (ASAT, <) is the initial I’-cpo which satisjies the inequations in Fig. 3. 
Theorem 2.1.4. For every pair of processes p, q, p E: q 8 ASATUpl < ASATUqII. 
This first theorem states that the model ASAT is essentially characterised by the 
inequations. Moreover, the definitions of 1 and r E on ASAT are such that they are 
completely determined by the usual equations, given in [7, 111. The second theorem 
says that it is fully-abstract provided we only allow finite tests. For this reason it is 
the appropriate model to extend so as to interpret fair processes. The proofs of 
these theorems essentially depend on showing that ASAT is a representation of the 
model J2 of [7]. It amounts to showing a one-one correspondence between finite 
trees and the sa-normal forms of that paper. Similar proofs are given in considerable 
detail in [4,5,9]. For this reason the details are omitted. 
2.2. Extended asynchronous strong acceptance trees 
Elements of this model are trees from ASAT which have limit points associated 
with certain paths. So, for example, A and AllO are interpreted as: 
limit point no limit point 
Here the acceptance sets have been omitted since they do not play a significant role. 
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Fig. 2(a). AB -recx.ax+ hx; every path has a Fig. 2(b). AlI B - recr.axl~recx.bx; paths which 
limit point. infinitely often contain both a and b have limit 
points. 
A limit point can be identified with its path and we present the model in this 
way. If u E A+, we write t&u if, for every finite prefix of U,S, s E L(t) implies s E CL(t). 
We write u E t, for every finite prefix of u,s, s E CL(t). 
Definition 2.2.1. Let EASAT be the set of pairs (t, Z), where 
(i) t E ASAT; 
(ii) Z z A”’ with the property that u E Z implies u E t. 
The partial order on ASAT is extended in the following way. 
Definition 2.2.2. (t, I) s (t’, I’) if 
(i) tS t’; 
(ii) if u r;f Z and f & U, then u G I’. 
Moreover, each of the functions over ASAT, defined in the previous section, can 
be extended by defining 
op((t,, Z,), . . 1 (fk, Z!J) = (op(4, . , , fk), op(Z,, . , Zk)), 
where 
(d(Z) =0, O(Z) =0, 
a(Z)={au: UE Z}, 
z+z’=zoz’=zuz: ZrE=ZnE”, 
Z 11 I’ = {v: v E t, 11 f2 and u = afmerge( u, , UJ for some ui E Ii} 
In Fig. 2 we give the interpretation of AB and A((B respectively. Note that the 
former is less than the latter, but not vice versa. 
Proposition 2.2.3. (EASAT, <) is an interpretation in which all the operators except 
)I are continuous. Moreover, it satisjies all the axioms of Fig. 3. 
Proof. The condition that, whenever (f, I) is in EASAT, u E Z implies u E t ensures 
that < is a partial order. 
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Fig. 3. 
Let {(ti, I,): i E J} be a directed set, and t = V {t,: i E J} in ASAT. Let I be deter- 
mined by, for u E t, u E I unless there exists some i E J such that t, & u and u g I,. 
Then one can easily check that (1, I) = V {(I,, I,): i E J}. 
Straightforward calculations show that /I is monotonic and the remaining operators 
are continuous. Since ASAT satisfies the axioms, it is sufficient to check that they 
are also true for the operators applied to the second components only. 0 
It is easy to see that /I is not interpreted as a continuous function. For example, 
if the sequence of terms a” is defined by 
a0 = 0, a flt, = au”, 
then 
V {EASAT[a”j: n 3 a} = EASAT[Al 
Now, EASAT[a”ijflj = EASAT[a”l so that V {EASAT[la” ]l@Jj: n 2 0} = EASAT[Aj. 
However, EASAT[A(I@I] # EASAT[AT]. The former contains no limit points whereas 
the latter does. A graphical description of the interpretation of these two terms 
appears at the beginning of this section. 
However, /I does satisfy the most usual axioms in this model, e.g., associativity, 
commutativity and the interleaving axiom (A7) of [ll]. As we have seen it does 
not satisfy X 110 = X, which is satisfied by the operator 1 in [7, 111. 
We end this section by proving Theorem 1.4.5, showing EASAT is fully abstract. 
For convenience we abbreviate EASAT[[pj by [Ipj for the remainder of this section. 
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It is well-known (see [ 131, for example) that any interpretation D can be approxi- 
mated in the following way: 
For every ordinal A define D[ I* by 
(a) D[tl”(e) = I; 
(b) for A =p+l, 
D[x]” (e) = e(x), 
DlIop(t)Il^(e) = oPn(~Ufll~(e)), 
D[rec,?.Q”(e)= D[t,[rec?.?/zQP(e); 
(c) for A a limit ordinal, 
D[f]*(e) = v{D[t]@(e): p <A}. 
Moreover, for each D there exists some ordinal A such that D[ j coincides with 
D[ IA. For our particular interpretation EASAT, it is easy to show that, for A 2 w, 
[IpI* has the form (ASAT[pj, Z”(p)) f or some set Z”(p). We also use 
(ASAT[pn, Z(p)) to denote [pj. Finally, we use, without proof, the following 
properties of ASAT: 
ASAT[pn & u if and only if p @ U. 
For s E A* such that p 0 s, 
s E ASAT[[pj if and only if p &p’ for some p’ 
Proposition 2.2.4. p & u for u & Z(p) implies u & OS(p). 
Proof. From the above remarks, there exists some ordinal A > w such that u & Z”(p). 
The proof is by induction on A. 
(i) A is a limit ordinal: This case is trivial for if u & Z”(p), then, by definition 
of V in EASAT, there exists some p <A such that u & Z@(p) and we may apply 
induction. 
(ii) A is a successor ordinal, A = p + 1: We perform a case analysis on p. Most 
cases are trivial. We examine only the case where p is p, 11~~. 
To show u g OS(p) it is sufficient to show that whenever u E afmerge( u, , u,) either 
24, @ OS(p,) or u2 6? OS(p,). So let 24,) u2 be a pair of such sequences. Because of 
symmetry, there are only three possible reasons why u is not Z”(p). 
(i) u C ASAT[p, ]]pJ: Apply property (2) above. 
(ii) u1 G I’“( p,) and p, 4 u, : We may apply induction to conclude u, & OS(p,). 
(iii) u, & ZP(p,) and not (p, u u,): Since p u u, it follows that p2 34’ for some 
prefix s of u, and again property (2) is used. 0 
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Prevention ordinals allow us to prove the converse. 
Proposition 2.2.5. Zfp prevents U, then u E Z(p). 
Proof. From the results of Section 1.6, we can assume (p, u) E S” for some ordinal 
A. We use induction on A. The proof is quite straightforward and left to the reader. 0 
Corollary 2.2.6 (Theorem 1.4.5). p 5, q if and only if [[pII< [qj. 
Proof. (a) Suppose [Ipj c[qj. We must show that, for every context C[ 1, C[pjjc 
C[q]. Let p’, q’ denote C[p], C[q] respectively. Then, [Ip’lj<[[q’n. In particular, 
this implies ASAT[p’I] < ASAT[q’T], so, by Theorem 2.1.4, p’ of q’. Now, suppose 
p’ prevents U. Then, from the previous proposition, u & I( p’). Using property (1) of 
ASAT above we have that [p’n uu. Since Up’] < [q’n, we can conclude u & Z(q’) and 
again, by Proposition 2.2.4, that q prevents u. Applying Theorem 1.5.3 we have that 
p’c q’. 
(b) Conversely, suppose p cc q. Then again, using Theorem 2.1.4 we have that 
ASAT[pl < ASAT[qj. Also the two previous propositions together with Theorem 
2.1.4 allow us to conclude Z(p) < Z(q) and therefore, that [Ipj -c [qj. 0 
The model we have presented is based on strong acceptance trees. We could 
equally well have based it on either of the other two models, and obtained analogous 
results. For example, EAAT (extended asynchronous acceptance trees) consists of 
pairs (t, I), where t is in AAT (asynchronous acceptance trees) and I is as before. 
AAT is characterised by the list of inequations obtained by omitting X0 Y < X 
from the list in Fig. 3. It also, of course, has a natural graphical representation in 
terms of trees: one replaces the condition that open nodes be leaves by the condition 
that the successor nodes of an open node be open. The operational characterisation 
of the interpretation EAAT is obtained by augmenting the definition of c by a may 
clause. For details, see [4, 71. 
3. Conclusions 
We have presented a fairly simple model of a class of fair asynchronous processes. 
It is a straightforward extension of one of the class of models called acceptance 
trees in [9]. These are trees whose branches are labelled by actions and whose nodes 
are labelled by so-called acceptance sets; each set represents a possible internal 
state that a process may attain having performed the appropriate sequence of 
actions.The extension is obtained by allowing branches to be decorated (or undecor- 
ated) by limit points. Intuitively, this allows us to distinguish between a* and a”; 
the latter is represented by a tree with a limit point, the former without. Limit points 
were first used in this way by Winskel, in unpublished notes, when extending the 
synchronisation trees of [ 1 l] to handle finite delay operators. They have also been 
used in [6, 81. 
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The import of this model is given by a full-abstractions result. Two fair processes 
are identified in this model if and only if they cannot be distinguished using a notion 
of fair testing. However, there is a price to pay for having such a simple model: the 
notion of fairness used is very strong. Its failing is best exemplified by two examples: 
U”llO+Ua”, a”~~l”?ta”. 
A more acceptable theory would consider these equivalent. We have indicated in 
the text why we believe such a theory would be difficult to develop as an extension 
of the models in [4,9]. A theory which makes these distinctions is given in [2,3]. 
It is based on the idea of observations. An observation of p on r is the contribution 
of r to a fair computation from (pII r). Then p s q if every observation of p is an 
observation of q. This relation is much finer than our testing relation E because it 
records the intermediate effects of p on r rather than the end results. For a restricted 
language, a fully abstract model with respect to 6 is presented. It is given in terms 
of coherent sets of pairs of the form (8, p, d), where p is a trace or sequence of 
actions and 6, d encode global information about p. The model does not appear to 
have an intuitive representation, but it may be possible to develop an external 
characterisation for it in terms of algebraic axioms and some inductive principles. 
An alternative model, based on infinitary languages, is developed for regular 
processes in [lo]. A process is interpreted as a set of finite or infinite traces, satisfying 
certain closure conditions. This work lacks an operational justification in that no 
such reasoning motivates the selection of the various spaces and the various orders 
on them. However, our extended trees can also be viewed as a set of finite and 
infinite words satisfying closure conditions. These conditions force many more 
identifications than Meyer allows and because of these identifications, our model 
is relatively straightforward. The language used in [lo] can easily be interpreted in 
our model. For example, px[s] is defined as the least fixpoint of the equation x = S, 
and ax[s] as its greatest fixpoint. It would be interesting to compare these two 
interpretations. 
Appendix A. The operational semantics 
Processes compute by moving from state to state. The set of (deterministic) 
states associated with an arbitrary term is defined by 
(i) ds(t) = {t} if t is at’, x, 0 or 0; 
(ii) ds( t@ s) = ds( t) u ds(s); 
(iii) ds(op( t, , . . . , tk)) = {op( t;, . . . , t;): ti E ds( t,)} for every other operator; 
(iv) ds(rec,Z ?) = { t’[rec? I/x”]: ?‘E ds( t,)}. 
We also need a convergence predicate 1. If pJ, then the initial set of moves from 
p are well-defined. J is the least predicate which satisfies 
(i) 01, QPL; 
(ii) pi&, l<iSk implies op(t,,... , fk)J for every other operator op; 
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(iii) t,[re&. i/f]4 implies rec,.E ?j,. 
Now for each /-L E &4 the relation + F is the least on which is satisfied: 
(i) PP +& p’ if P’E ds( p); 
(ii) p +@ r implies 
(iii) p -+wp’, q cd q’ implies p Jj q +’ p’I[ q’; 
(iv) ti[re&,r/Z] jP t’ implies reci,?.I+F t’; 
(v) not pi implies p +’ p. 
These relations +“ are extended to relations +‘, s E M*, as in [7] 
(i) p -sF p’ if p’E ds(p); 
(ii)p +‘p’, p’+& q implies p +‘g q. 
The relations j” for a E A are defined by 
pGifp 
‘“01” 
- q for some n, m 3 0, 
and they are extended to relations +” for s E A* as above: 
(i) p*‘p’ifp+‘” q, P’E ds(q) for some n > 0 and process q; 
(ii) p *‘ p’, p’=Y q implies p =Y@ q. 
Appendix B 
(1) 0 is the tree consisting of a single closed node: l {{ }}. 
(2) 0 is the tree consisting of a single open node: 0. 
(3) at is the tree u determined by 
L(u)={&}u{as: s,EL(t)}, CL(u)={&}u{as: sECL(t)}, 
a(u(E)) = {{a}>, d(u(as)) = d(t(s)), P(u)=@ 
(4) t,O t, is the tree u determined by 
CL(u) = {s: s E L( t,) u L( f2) and s E L( ti) implies s E CL( ti) for 
i = 1 and 2}, 
L(u) = {s: s E L( t,) u L( tz), s’ a proper prefix of s implies s’E CL(u)}. 
d(u(s)) = c(d(t,(s))u d(t,(s))) 
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with the convention that &( t(s)) = 0 if s E CL(t). 
P(u)=c(P(t,)uP(f,)uS(u)) if E is in CL(u). 
Here, CX denotes the least saturated set which contains X. 
(5) t, + t2 is defined exactly as t, 0 f2 except that 
P(u(E))=c({AuB:AE~(~,),BE~(~~)}uP(~,)uP(~~)). 
(6) t, 11 t, is the tree u determined by 
CL(u) = {s E amerge(CL( tr), CL( t2)): if s = amerge s2) where sr E L( t,) 
and s2 E L( tJ, then s, E CL( t,)}, 
where amerge(X, Y) = {z: z = amerge(x, y) for some x E X, y E Y}. 
L(u) = {s: s = amerge( s’, s”) for some s’ E L( t,), s” E L( t2) and every proper 
prefix of s is in CL(u)}. 
&(u(s)) = c({Au A’: AE sd(t,(s’)), A’E d(t2(s”)) for some s’, s”such that 
s = amerge( s’, s”)}). 
(7) tlE is the tree u determined by 
L(u) = L(t) n E*, CL(u) = CL(7) n E*, 
d(u(s))={An E: A~.d(t(s))}, f’(u)={AnE:A~l’(t)}. 
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